Measurement of the asymmetry in angular distributions of leptons produced in dilepton tt final states in pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV
We present measurements of asymmetries in angular distributions of leptons produced in tt events in proton-antiproton collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. We consider final states where the W ± bosons from top quark and antiquark decays both decay into ℓν (ℓ = e, µ) resulting in oppositely charged dilepton final states with accompanying jets. Using 9.7 fb −1 of integrated luminosity collected with the D0 detector, we find the asymmetries in lepton pseudorapidity compatible with predictions based on the standard model. The top quark, first observed by the CDF and D0 Collaborations in 1995 [1, 2] , is the heaviest of all elementary particles. Because of the large top-quark mass, the measurement of the production and decay properties of top quark pairs in proton-antiproton (pp) collisions provides an important test of the standard model of particle physics (SM) that may unveil the presence of new phenomena beyond the SM (BSM).
Perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) at leading order (LO) predicts that top quark-antiquark (tt) production in quark-antiquark (qq) annihilation in the center of mass frame is forward-backward (FB) symmetric in the angular distributions of the t andt quarks. However, a positive FB asymmetry appears from nextto-leading order (NLO) contributions [3] [4] [5] [6] , such that the top (antitop) quark is preferentially emitted in the direction of the incoming quark (antiquark). Processes beyond the SM can modify the tt production asymmetry, for example through contributions from axigluons or diquarks [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , Z ′ /W ′ bosons [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , supersymmetry [26] [27] [28] , or new scalar particles [29, 30] . The CDF and D0 Collaborations have performed measurements of the tt FB asymmetry in tt decaying to ℓ+jets final states containing jets, and an imbalance in transverse energy * with visitors from a Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD, USA, ( E T ), and just one lepton (ℓ =e or µ) from W decay where the W is coming from t ort, based on data corresponding to integrated luminosities of 9.4 fb −1 [31] and 5.4 fb −1 [32] , respectively. The FB asymmetry reported by the CDF and D0 Collaborations both differ by more than two standard deviations (SD) from the NLO pQCD predictions [31, 32] .
Rather than measuring the FB asymmetry of the top quarks themselves, an asymmetry in tt events can also be measured from the pseudorapidity [33] of the single charged lepton in the ℓ+jets final state. In such a measurement, based on an integrated luminosity of 9.4 fb −1 and 5.4 fb −1 , CDF and D0 found deviations from NLO pQCD predictions of about three SD [32] and of 1.7 SD [34] , respectively. The D0 Collaboration also reported a similar measurement in dilepton final states [35] , where the W bosons from t andt decays both decay into ℓν (ℓ =e or µ), in data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.4 fb −1 . The asymmetry results reported in Ref. [35] combined with the measurement in the ℓ+jets final state, reduce the disagreement with the NLO pQCD predictions to 2.2 SD [35] .
The results of the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations based on the difference of top and antitop quark production angles in the ℓ+jets final states show good agreement with NLO pQCD expectations in proton-proton collisions at √ s = 7 TeV [36, 37] . However, at the LHC, measured asymmetries in top quark angular distributions are not directly comparable with the values extracted at the Tevatron, because of the symmetry of the initial protonproton state at the LHC. This symmetry at the LHC leads to a weaker sensitivity to the physics process responsible for the production asymmetry compared to the Tevatron. In this article, we report a new measurement of the asymmetry in the pseudorapidity distributions of leptons produced in tt events in the dilepton channel, based on all the data collected by the D0 Collaboration in Run II of the Tevatron, and we compare our results with the most recent predictions based on the standard model [38] . corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 9.7 fb −1 following relevant data quality selection.
We use the two observables q × η and ∆η, where q and η are the charge and pseudorapidity of the lepton, and ∆η = η ℓ + − η ℓ − is the difference in lepton pseudorapidities. The single-lepton asymmetry A ℓ FB is defined as
where N corresponds to the number of leptons satisfying a given set of selection criteria. In this asymmetry, each event contributes twice, once with positive and once with negative lepton charge. The dilepton asymmetry A ℓℓ is defined as
The A ℓ FB and A ℓℓ asymmetries are highly correlated as we discuss in Sec. VI.
I. THE D0 DETECTOR AND OBJECT IDENTIFICATION
The D0 detector [39] [40] [41] has a central tracking system consisting of a silicon microstrip tracker and a central fiber tracker, both located within a 2 T superconducting solenoidal magnet, with designs optimized for tracking and vertexing at detector pseudorapidities (relative to the center of the D0 detector) of |η det | < 3 and |η det | < 2.5, respectively. A liquid-argon sampling calorimeter has a central section (CC) covering pseudorapidities |η det | up to ≈ 1.1, and two end calorimeters (EC) that extend coverage to |η det | ≈ 4.2, with all three housed in separate cryostats [42] . An outer muon system, at |η det | < 2, consists of a layer of tracking detectors and scintillation trigger counters in front of 1.8 T toroids, followed by two similar layers after the toroids [43] .
In the current analysis, we focus on tt dilepton final states that contain two isolated charged leptons (ee, eµ, or µµ), at least two candidate b-quark jets, and significant E T attributed to escaping neutrinos. Electrons are identified as energy clusters in the calorimeter within a cone of radius R = (∆η) 2 + (∆φ) 2 = 0.2 (with φ the azimuthal angle), that are consistent in their longitudinal and transverse profiles with those expected of an electromagnetic shower. More than 90% of the energy of an electron candidate must be deposited in the electromagnetic part of the calorimeter. Electrons are required to be isolated by demanding that les than 20% of its energy deposited in an annulus of 0.2 < R < 0.4 around its direction. This cluster has to be matched to a track reconstructed in the central tracking system. We consider electrons in the CC with |η det | < 1.1 and in the EC with 1.5 < |η det | < 2.5. Transverse momentum p T of electrons must be greater than 15 GeV. In addition, we use an electron multivariate discriminant based on tracking and calorimeter information, to reject jets misidentified as electrons. It has an 75%-80% efficiency to select real electrons, and a rejection ≈ 96% for misidentified jets.
A muon is identified [44] as a segment in at least one layer of the muon system that is matched to a track reconstructed in the central tracking system. Reconstructed muons must have p T > 15 GeV and satisfy two isolation criteria. First, the transverse energy deposited in the calorimeter annulus around the muon 0.1 < R < 0.4 (E µ,iso T ) has to be less than 15% of the transverse momentum of the muon (p µ T ). Second, the sum of the transverse momenta of the tracks in a cone of radius R = 0.5 around the muon track in the central tracking system (p µ,iso T ) has to be less than 15% of p µ T . Jets are identified as energy clusters in the electromagnetic and hadronic parts of the calorimeter reconstructed using an iterative mid-point cone algorithm with radius R = 0.5 [45] and |η det | < 2.5. A jet energy scale correction is determined by calibrating the energy deposited in the jet cone using transverse momentum balance in photon+jet and dijet events. When a muon track overlaps the jet cone, the momentum of that muon is added to the jet p T , assuming that the muon originates from the semileptonic decay of a hadron belonging to the jet. Jets in simulated events are corrected for residual differences in energy resolution and energy scale between data and simulation. These correction factors are measured by comparing data and simulation in Drell-Yan (Z/γ ⋆ → ee) plus jets events.
We use a multivariate analysis (MVA) to identify jets originating from b quarks [46] . The algorithm combines into a single discriminant variable the information from the impact parameters of tracks and from variables that characterize the properties of secondary vertices within jets using a single discriminant. Jet candidates for b tagging are required to have at least two tracks with p T > 0.5 GeV originating from the vertex of the pp interaction and to be matched to a jet reconstructed from the tracks.
The E T is reconstructed from the energy deposited in the calorimeter cells, and corrections to p T for leptons and jets are propagated into the E T . A significance in E T [S( E T )] is defined for each event through a likelihood discriminant constructed from the ratio of the E T to its uncertainty.
II. SIMULATED EVENTS
Monte Carlo (MC) events are processed through a geant-based [47] simulation of the D0 detector. To simulate effects from additional overlapping pp interactions, "zero bias" events are selected randomly in collider data and overlaid on the fully simulated MC events. Residual differences between data and simulation of electron and muon p T resolution and identification are corrected by comparing Z/γ ⋆ → ℓℓ events in data and MC, applying tight requirements on one of the two leptons and using the other one to measure efficiencies and resolutions.
We use the NLO generator mc@nlo 3.4 [48, 49] , interfaced with herwig 6.510 [50] for parton showering and hadronization, to simulate tt events. The main sources of background in the dilepton channel correspond to→ Z/γ ⋆ → ℓℓ, diboson production (WW, WZ, ZZ), and instrumental background. The instrumental background arises mainly from multijet and (W → ℓν)+jets events in which one or two jets are misidentified as electrons or where muons or electrons originating from the semileptonic decay of a heavy-flavor hadron appear isolated. This background is evaluated using data, as described in Sec. III. Z/γ ⋆ events are generated with the tree-level LO matrix element generator alpgen v2.11 [51] interfaced with pythia 6.409 [52] (D0 modified tune A [53] ) for parton showering and hadronization. Diboson events are generated with pythia. The mc@nlo generator uses the CTEQ6M1 set of parton distribution functions (PDFs), and all other simulated samples are generated using the CTEQ6L1 PDFs [54] . The Z/γ ⋆ samples are normalized to the next-to-next-to-leading-order cross section computed with the fewz program [55] . We separately simulate Z/γ ⋆ accompanied by heavy-flavor quarks (bb or cc) using alpgen, and enhance the corresponding LO cross sections by a factor estimated from the NLO values computed with the mcfm program [56] . The diboson samples are normalized to the NLO cross section calculated with mcfm.
In addition, we apply a correction to the Z/γ ⋆ +jets simulation, based on data [57] , to address small discrepancy in the modeling of Z boson transverse momentump Z T in the simulation.
In Z boson events the asymmetries defined in Eqs. (1) and (2) are not well-modeled in the simulation, especially in the eµ channel for Z/γ ⋆ → τ τ → eνµν events. We therefore apply an additional correction using pythia 8 [58] , which correctly takes into account the tau lepton polarization and spin correlations for the tau decays. This reweighting is explained in detail in Sec. V.
An interesting class of BSM models that can generate a large tt forward-backward asymmetry at tree level arises from the presence of a color-octet vector particle G a µ (the so-called axigluon) with large mass m G and chiral couplings. To check the sensitivity of our measurements to such new phenomena, we generate two axigluon samples [59] and pass these events through the full D0 simulation and reconstruction programs. Model 1 has a right-handed coupling to the SM quarks of 0.8g s (where g s = α s /4π is the QCD coupling) and no left-handed coupling. The axigluon mass is set to 0.2 TeV and the width to 50 GeV. Model 2 has a right-handed coupling to light SM quarks of −1.5g s , a coupling of 6g s to the top quark, and no left-handed coupling, with the axigluon mass and width set to 2 TeV and 670 GeV, respectively. Table I summarizes the values of the asymmetry predicted by these two models. These models are in agreement with experimental constraints (tt resonance searches and dijet production) from the Tevatron and the LHC, but in slight tension with the tt production cross section measurements. 
III. EVENT SELECTION AND ESTIMATION OF INSTRUMENTAL BACKGROUND
We follow the approach developed in Ref. [60] for the event selection, i.e. using the criteria listed below:
(i) For the ee and µµ channels, we select events that pass at least one single-lepton trigger, while for the eµ channel, we consider events selected through a mixture of single and multilepton triggers and lepton+jet triggers. Efficiencies for single electron and muon triggers are measured using Z/γ ⋆ → ee or Z/γ ⋆ → µµ data, and found to be ≈ 99% and ≈ 80%, respectively, for dilepton signal events. For the eµ channel, the trigger efficiency is ≈ 100%.
(ii) We require at least one pp interaction vertex in the interaction region with |z| < 60 cm, where z is the coordinate along the beam axis, and z = 0 is the center of the detector. At least three tracks with p T > 0.5 GeV must be associated with this vertex.
(iii) We require at least two isolated leptons with p T > 15 GeV, both originating from the same interaction vertex. We consider only muons within |η det | < 2.0 and electrons within |η det | < 1.1 or 1.5 < |η det | < 2.5. The two highest-p T leptons in an event must have opposite electric charges.
(iv) To reduce the background from bremsstrahlung in the eµ final state, we require the distance in (η, φ) space between the electron and the muon trajectories to be R(e, µ) > 0.3.
(v) In the ee and µµ channels, we require at least two jets with p T > 20 GeV. For the eµ channel, we consider two types of events: (i) events with at least two jets (eµ 2-jets) and (ii) events that contain just one detected jet (eµ 1-jet).
(vi) The tt final state contains two b-quark jets. To improve separation between signal and background, we apply a selection on the value of the MVA discriminant that assigns the b-quark hypothesis to the two jets of largest p T . We use different cutoffs of the MVA discriminant variable, corresponding to b-jet efficiencies of 84% in eµ 2-jets, 80% in ee, 78% in µµ, and 60% in eµ 1-jet events, with background misidentification efficiencies, respectively, of 23%, 12%, 7%, and 4%.
(vii) To improve signal purity, additional selection criteria are implemented based on global event properties of the final state. In the eµ 1-jet events, we require H T > 85 GeV, where H T is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the leading lepton and the leading jet. In the eµ 2-jets events, we require H T > 108 GeV, where H T is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the leading lepton and the two leading jets. In the ee final state, we require S( E T )> 5, while in the µµ channel, we require E T > 40 GeV and S( E T )> 2.5.
(viii) All leptons must have |η| < 2 and a difference in rapidity of |∆η| < 2.4. These criteria reduce the statistical uncertainty on the calculated parton-level asymmetries (see Sec. IV).
The cut-off values of the selection criteria in items (vi) and (vii) are determined by minimizing the statistical uncertainty on the background-subtracted asymmetries (defined in Sec. IV).
To estimate the tt signal efficiency and the background contamination, we use MC simulation for all contributions except for the instrumental background, which is estimated from data.
In the ee and eµ channels, we determine the contributions from events with jets misidentified as electrons using the "matrix method" [61] . The loose sample of events (n loose ) is defined following the same selection as used for the tt candidate sample in items (i) -(vii) above, but ignoring the requirement on the electron MVA discriminant. For the dielectron channel, we drop the MVA requirement on one of the electrons chosen randomly.
We measure the efficiency ε e that events with a true electron pass the requirement on the electron MVA discriminant using Z/γ ⋆ → ee data. We measure the efficiency f e that events with a misidentified jet pass the electron MVA requirement using eµ events chosen with selection criteria items (i) -(v), but requiring leptons of the same electric charge. For muons, we also apply a reversed isolation requirement:
, and E T < 15 GeV, to minimize the contribution from W +jets events.
We extract the number of events with jets misidentified as electrons (n f ), and the number of events with true electrons (n e ), by solving the equations:
where n tight is the number of events remaining after implementing the selections (i) -(vii). The factors f e and ε e are measured separately for each jet multiplicity (0, 1, and 2 jets), and separately for electron candidates in the CC and EC parts of the calorimeter. Typical values of ε e are 0.7 -0.8 in the CC and 0.65 -0.75 in the EC. Values of f e are 0.005 -0.010 in the CC, and 0.005 -0.020 in the EC. In the eµ and µµ channels, we determine the number of events with an isolated muon arising from decays of hadrons in jets relying on the same selection as for the eµ or µµ channels, but requiring that both leptons have the same charge. In the µµ channel, this number of events is taken to be the number of same-sign events. In the eµ channel, it is the number of events in the same-sign sample after subtracting the contribution from events with jets misidentified as electrons.
The numbers of predicted background events, as well as the expected numbers of signal events, in the four channels are given in Table II and show high signal purity of the selected sample.
To complete the asymmetry measurement, we must determine not only the total number of events arising from instrumental background, but also their distributions in q × η and ∆η. To determine these distributions for this background in the ee and eµ channels, we use the loose selection described above and implement a veto on events with one tight electron (eµ channel) or two tight electrons (ee channel). The residual contributions of the Z boson and diboson processes, as well as the expected contribution from the tt events, are subtracted. In the µµ channel, we use the same sign events, where each of the muons is taken to have alternatively a negative and positive charge. The resulting distributions are normalized to the number of previously estimated background events. Figure 1 presents the q × η and ∆η distributions for dilepton events after applying all but item (viii) of the selection criteria. We compute A ℓ FB and A ℓℓ in two steps. First, within each of the four channels, we perform a bin-by-bin subtraction of the estimated background contributions to the data. The lepton pseudorapidities are measured in D0 with a resolution better than 1% resulting in negligible migration effects. We therefore apply a simple bin-by-bin correction, which suffices to account for the efficiency of reconstruction and selection requirements. The correction function is determined using tt mc@nlo events at the parton level within the fiducial region |η| < 2, |∆η| < 2.4 (here η refers to the generated lepton pseudorapidity) and events after reconstruction and selection. The asymmetries in the q × η and ∆η distributions after correction for selection efficiency are referred as "corrected" asymmetries. Figure 2 shows the corrected distributions for data compared to the predictions from mc@nlo. The cross section in each bin is calculated as a weighted sum of the measurements in all channels, where only the statistical uncertainty is taken into account.
IV. METHOD
In the second step, we extrapolate the corrected asymmetries to the full range of η by multiplying the corrected asymmetries with the calculated extrapolation factor, which is given by the ratio of the generator level SM tt asymmetries from mc@nlo without selections to asymmetries within the fiducial region (|η| < 2 and |∆η| < 2.4). We refer to these asymmetries as "extrapolated" asymmetries. The exact values of the |η| and |∆η| requirements are chosen to optimize the expected statistical precision of the extrapolated asymmetries.
V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic effects can affect the measured asymmetries in different ways: (i) they can change the normalization or the differential dependence, i.e., "shape", of the background distributions, (ii) they can affect the efficiency corrections and thereby modify the corrected and extrapolated asymmetries, and (iii) different MC generators or model assumptions can impact the extrapolation to all phase space. For item (iii), we verify that when axigluon MC samples (see Sec II and Table I for predicted asymmetries) are used instead of mc@nlo to compute the extrapolation factor, we get consistent extrapolation factors. This shows that the model assumed for the extrapolation does not significantly affect the extrapolated correction.
We first consider the following sources of the systematic uncertainty: uncertainties on the efficiencies of electron and muon identification, uncertainties on trigger efficiencies, and uncertainties on jet-related quantities. The latter include contributions from the uncertainty in jet energy scale, jet energy resolution, jet identification efficiency, and b-quark jet tagging efficiency. All of these systematic uncertainties are propagated to the background distributions and to the corrections for tt signal efficiency; they are found to be small and are grouped into the object identification (Object ID) category.
Next, we consider uncertainties specific to the back- ground model. These include uncertainties on the asymmetries generated for Z boson events (see Sec. II) and on background normalization, which is typically ≈ 10%. The background normalization uncertainty accounts for the uncertainties on the integrated luminosity [63] , object ID efficiency, b-tagging identification efficiency, and theoretical background cross sections. We also calibrate our ability to reconstruct angular asymmetries by comparing asymmetries observed for Z bosons in data with MC simulation. We use samples with requirements (i)-(iv) only and ignore any jet selection in order to have a significant number of events and therefore a small statistical uncertainty on the asymmetry (≈0.13% in data and ≈0.04% in simulation). We verify that we can reproduce the asymmetries observed in data if we reweight the MC distributions using distributions obtained with pythia 8 [58] . This reweighting is based on the ratio of two-dimensional distributions in (η ℓ + , η ℓ − ) space for alpgen and pythia 8. After requiring one or two jets, we observe a residual difference between the data and MC asymmetries in a sample dominated by background obtained by reversing the b-quark-tagging requirement (vi). We take this difference as a systematic uncertainty on the contribution from the Z boson background.
The most significant contribution to the backgroundrelated uncertainty is from the uncertainty on instrumental background. We estimate this by changing the amount of instrumental background according to the uncertainty on its normalization. We also account for possible uncertainties in the distribution of instrumental background by changing the number of events in each bin of the of this instrumental background distribution by ± 1 SD of its statistical uncertainty. The changes are applied in opposite directions for the positive q × η ≥ 0 or ∆η ≥ 0 and negative q × η < 0 or ∆η < 0 parts of the distributions in order to maximize the effect.
Another important uncertainty is related to the choice of parton showering and hadronization in tt events. This is evaluated by taking the difference between the asymmetries obtained with efficiency corrections and extrapolation factors using mc@nlo+herwig and alpgen+pythia. This estimation also includes the difference in the simulation of NLO effects between mc@nlo and alpgen generators.
Finally, we consider the limited statistics of the MC samples used to measure the efficiency correction. These provide the smallest contributions to the systematic uncertainties on the extracted asymmetries. All the above systematic uncertainties are listed in Table III. As shown in the following section, the main uncertainty on the measured asymmetries is due to the limited size of the data sample.
VI. RESULTS
We combine the asymmetries measured in the ee, eµ 2 jets, eµ 1 jet, and µµ channels using the BLUE method [64, 65] , assuming 100% correlation among their systematic uncertainties. Table IV summarizes the cor-TABLE IV: The measured corrected and extrapolated asymmetries defined in Eqs. (1) and (2) combined for all channels separately and combined, compared to the predicted SM NLO asymmetries [38] for inclusive tt production. The measured extrapolated asymmetry should be compared with the SM NLO prediction. The first uncertainty on the measured values corresponds to the statistical and the second to the systematic contribution. All values are given in %. The uncertainty on the SM NLO predictions are due to renormalization and factorization scale variations. rected and extrapolated asymmetries, as well as the prediction from a SM NLO calculation including QCD and electroweak (EW) corrections [38] . The measured values are consistent with theoretical predictions based on the SM.
In addition, we study the dependence of the corrected asymmetries as a function of q×η and ∆η in Fig. 3 , where we observe no significant dependence on these variables in the data and consistent with the mc@nlo [48, 49] predictions. Figure 3 also shows the comparison with the two axigluon models described in Sec. II.
To study the statistical correlation between A ℓ FB and A ℓℓ , we assume that positive and negative leptons have identical rapidity distributions, and we use the lepton q × η distribution in data (Fig. 2) as the basis for generating an ensemble of q × η distributions. The residual reconstruction level differences between positive and negative leptons distributions are made negligible by the regular flip of the solenoid and toroid polarities during the data taking. The number of events in each bin is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to the number of events in the bin of the initial distribution and width equal to the statistical uncertainty on the number of events. The resulting distributions are used as probability density functions to generate pairs of rapidity values for positive and negative leptons (η l + , η l − ). Since the value of η for each lepton is generated independently, there is no direct correlation between them. Repeating this procedure many times, we form the ∆η = η ℓ + − η ℓ − distribution and calculate both the A with the same method but using the MC q × η event distribution as input accurately reproduces the simulated asymmetry from mc@nlo and axigluon models. Using this correlation coefficient, we can compute the ratio of the two extrapolated asymmetries in data to be R = A ℓ FB /A ℓℓ = 0.36 ± 0.20, consistent at the level of 2 SD with the prediction of 0.79±0.10. The uncertainty on the theoretical ratio is estimated by adding in quadrature the uncertainty on the theoretical expectations for A ℓ FB and A ℓℓ and without taking into account the possible correlation between these two values. This predicted ratio is found to be almost the same for the different tested models as can be seen in Fig. 4 .
The mean value of A ℓℓ measured in this analysis dif- ℓℓ asymmetries in tt data, the predictions from mc@nlo, axigluon models, and from the latest SM NLO prediction [38] . The ellipses represent contours of total uncertainty at 1, 2, and 3 SD on the measured result. All values are given in %. Predicted asymmetries are shown with their statistical uncertainties.
fers from that in our previous measurement [35] , but are compatible. The change in central value is due to changes in object identification and event selections (in particular, the use of b-quark jet identification) that improve the signal-to-background ratio and significantly reduce all systematic uncertainties related to background contributions, which affects the central values of the results.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented measurements of asymmetries in angular distributions of leptons produced in tt dilepton final states. Using the full Run II Tevatron dataset recorded by the D0 detector, we measure the single lepton and dilepton asymmetries, corrected for reconstruction efficiency as: In addition, extrapolating these asymmetries for acceptance selections yields the inclusive tt lepton asymmetries: These values are compatible with the SM NLO calculation that includes QCD and EW corrections [38] . We have studied the correlation between A ℓ FB and A ℓℓ and computed the ratio of the two asymmetries, which also shows agreement with calculations based on the standard model.
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